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Tim Cannon Wins the Planet Hollywood Turbo 

Tim Cannon starts his new career as a pro player off with a WSOP victory 

Tim Cannon has just won the final event of the Planet Hollywood Circuit series by defeating 
a 121-player field in the one-day Planet Hollywood turbo event. Cannon earned $10,163 
and his first career WSOP Circuit ring for the victory. The score marked Cannon's first 
career World Series of Poker cash. 

Cannon, who resides in Indianapolis, Indiana, is a newly turned professional poker player. 
He said he turned pro just two months ago. Prior to becoming a pro poker player, Cannon 
worked as a freelance writer. He said he still writes in addition to playing poker. Cannon's 
writing includes a little bit of everything from movie scripts to professional documents for 
scientists and doctors. 

"I studied for a thousand hours or something," said Cannon about making the jump to 
playing poker professionally. 

Now that Cannon has become a pro poker player, he is considering making the move to Las 
Vegas. He already intends to spend most of the summer in Vegas to play in some of events 
at the 2018 World Series of Poker. The win has afforded him to stay in Vegas a little bit 
longer on his current trip and he will using some of his winnings to play more poker. 

Finishing 3rd in the tournament was Samuel Lee. The deep run for Lee helped him lock up 
the Planet Hollywood Casino Championship. Lee cashed in four of the final five events of 
the series, including winning the series' 6-handed event and reaching three final tables to 
earn 100 points in the series. By winning the Casino Championship, Lee earned a free entry 
to the 2018 $1 Million Guaranteed Global Casino Championship. 
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MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Tim Cannon 
Nationality:  USA 
Current Residence:   Indianapolis, Indiana 
 

Profession:    Poker/Writer 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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